
TriOpAmp – UHF Hacking & MP3 – Please See Attached PDF Peter Krivoshik 2018 Spring - Capstone Summary.pdf 

PollenPeek – AI/Machine Learning Pollen Detector - Please See Attached PDF Active Pollen Grain Collection.pdf 

OpenBTS Portable GSM Cellular Network - Please See Attached PDF OpenBTS Presentation.pdf 
Low Cost, Deployable & Independent GSM Network – Using Software Defined Radios, this network allows for any 
standard (unlocked) GSM cell phone to connect to this network without any modification. This is because with OpenBTS 
running on a computer, attached to a USRP Software Defined Radio, the device is not simply spoofing a cell tower but 
rather the device IS a cell tower. OpenBTS (BTS = Base Transceiver Station) allows for the connection of these devices by 
using the Software Defined Radio to present the GSM Air Interface to handsets in the network. It then uses Asterisk to 
establish a Private Branch Exchange (PBX) to handle telephone calls, which is the same methodology by which VoiP 
communications like Skype are capable of dialing out to actual telephone numbers (both landline and cellular). 

UnlockCar.exe 
By using the HackRF One, a relatively low-case Software Defined Radio (by comparison to such products as the Ettus 
Research URSP), I was able to capture and record the 315Mhz On-Off Keying (OOK) protocol used in wireless “keyfob” 
transceivers in order to provide remote keyless entry to vehicles. Then by using the same device, I was able to replace 
those recorded signals in the same protocol, at the same frequency, thus allowing me to unlock said vehicle without 
ever having to touch or even see the keyfob itself. This process was simpler on the older vehicle tested, a 2003 Chevrolet 
Cavalier, actually terrifyingly simple for that matter.  

Although there is a technology which was designed to combat these “Replay Attacks” by generating a One-Time-
Password each time the unlock button is pressed. These are called Rolling Code Remote Keyless Entry Systems, and 
while the protocol did prevent simple attack vectors like the “Replay” attack which I had previously used successfully, I 
was able to beat it and unlock a much newer vehicle, that being a 2012 Mazda 2, by using a technique proposed by the 
security researcher Samy Kamkar. The emphasis being on proposed, as he provided no formal documentation on how to 
do this, or even a research paper explaining the science behind it, rather all that I was able to find was the concept. Said 
concept which I was able to recreate on my own is affectionately called “Roll Jam” and it involves a much more 
complicated attack much like a Man-In-The-Middle Attack, but using the 315MHz radio channel as opposed to simple 
WiFi and ARP Spoofing. I can speak further on this particular topic if you are interested. 

Pick-A-Card (MagSpoof Inspired) 
Another idea proposed by Samy Kamkar. This device using an Arduino Microcontroller, the L293D DC Motor Driver IC, a 
small hand-wound copper coil and a small Li-On battery for power. By spoofing the particular magnet signature of 
magnetic strip cards, such as Credit Cards / Debit Cards / Hotel Keys, I was able to trick a credit card reader into believing 
that a real card had just been swiped. A card with any possible credit card number and consumer credentials I want, as I 
was able to hard code these into the Arduino as HEX data.  

This process was actually fairly intuitive, albeit very complicated to actually perform, as the DC Motor Driver chipset 
mentioned above is normally used to control motors for driving say an RC Car project. These DC Motors are essentially 
large coils, and they are able to convert electrical energy into mechanical energy by essentially working as an 
electromagnet. This is the same idea with DC Motors, the MagSpoof project, and if you’ve ever wrapped copper around 
a nail before attaching it to a 9V battery in order to pick up some paper clips. So instead of driving a DC Motor, by just 
pumping the electricity through an exposed inductor (copper coil) I was essentially able to make a rapidly switching 
electromagnet. This is powerful enough to trick the credit card reader by simply tapping the side of the housing. 

After successfully building this, I then worked on using an ESP-8266 WiFi module which was running NodeMCU to 
improve the project a bit further. This module allows for the creation of a wireless access point, essentially a mobile 
hotspot, which I can then connect to from my phone, laptop, etc. This way instead of having to plug the Arduino 
Microcontroller into a USB to TTL Programmer in order to input new characters / numbers, I could do so over WPA2 + 
AES Encrypted WiFi with no wires attached. This gets very interesting when I learned that most Credit Card Readers are 
actually USB HID Devices, like a keyboard or mouse, and that some very interesting things happen when you send a 
character Other Than the standard alphanumeric options found on credit and debit cards. I can talk more on this as well. 

 



GPS + SMS + GPRS Vehicle Tracker 
Sends Messages to your cell phone every 5, 10 or 15 minutes over GSM SMS or GPRS, containing the GPS Coordinates of 

said device wherever it may be. This can be easily hidden within your own car and connected to the 12 volt power 

supply in conjunction with a voltage regulator and buck converter. This provides your vehicle with an often very 

expensive security feature, essentially like “FindMyiPhone but for your car, while costing me less than $50 in total and 

allowing for unlimited flexibility in the implementation as opposed to something like OnStar.  

The device also includes a 433MHz receiver (because my keyfob uses 315MHz for Push-To-Start so I wanted to avoid any 

accidental signal interference) which listens for a signal coming from a small transmitter I have included on my keychain. 

When this transmitter is in place, it sends a silent "snooze" signal to the receiver which shuts off for one hour until it 

either expects another signal to come in or if there is a hard reset (ie the car is shut off and on again). This way, I do not 

get spammed with text messages while I’m driving or sitting in my car, but if someone else starts my car up, after just a 

couple minutes of driving it will start sending texts to my cell phone.  

The device includes a LiOn battery as well, so that if the car is then shut off again, it will continue to send out GPS data to 

my phone until either the battery dies, or my special “snooze” transmitter comes back in range for the device. It is also 

helpful as the GSM device is both a transmitter AND a receiver, so by calling the device I can get access to a custom 

configuration for the AT Commands programmed into it. This allows me to dial into the device, begin getting Real Time 

GPS Data about the location sent over GPRS (Cellular Data) and also snoop on the driver by streaming audio OR video 

back to me depending on which additional components I had chosen to hard wire onto the primary GSM Module. 

imgRGBMatrix 
Rapid Conversion of 4MP JPG Images Into 3D Matrix of RGB Byte Values 

JTrace-GeoIP – Please See https://github.com/PeterKrivoshik/JTrace-GeoIP 

Maps All Established & Open TCP Connections onto A Static Map Based On Geographic Data Assc. With IP Addresses 

Captive Portal (Gl.iNet + OpenWRT) 
Presents users with a WiFi access point which appears by all accounts to be genuine, although after connecting to this 

open WiFi hotspot while at some business which would likely be offering free WiFi, they are presenting with a Captive 

Portal. Now naturally this is not a nefarious practice by itself, business like StarBucks will often have a Captive Portal 

displayed before allowing a customer to access the WiFi network so that they can first require said customer to agree to 

some particular user agreement or company policy. The twist with my modified GL.iNet router, which is running a 

special form of the OpenWRT firmware, I am able to launch multiple types of attacks on the unsuspecting user. 

This is especially effective as the device is able to utilize the WiFi “Association” protocols of 802.11 to the benefit of the 

attacker, as if the victim has ever connected to StarBucks WiFi before, than the modified router can convince their 

computer or phone to immediately reconnect to the newly created nefarious spoofed hotspot. There are a plethora of 

attacks which can be implemented once this has been achieved, with two extremely powerful ones being SSL Stripping 

to remove the SSL Encryption element of a user’s traffic, and DNS Spoofing which allows for the redirection of a user 

from the URL which they are entering to any actual web location which I desire by exploiting the vulnerabilities in DNS 

resolution protocol.  

Although the single most powerful attack utilizes the aforementioned Captive Portal. Because this portal is unavoidable 

and always shown to every single user who connects to that WiFi hotspot, and the portal is an HTML page, than that 

means a simple <iframe> can be slipped into the footer without said user noticing. Moreover, downloading the Actual 

Captive Portal from the business can be done very easily, then rehosted on the nefarious router but with the small 

<iframe> included at the bottom. When a user clicks [I Accept] it will look exactly as if they were connecting to the 

genuine StarBucks WiFi, but in reality the <iframe> at the bottom is downloading an exploit package (a lot of exploit 

packages, 1301 to be exact at the last time I checked the total number available from Metasploit). Then within seconds I 

have a persistent reverse TCP shell and backdoor on the victim’s computer, allowing me to execute code, grab files or 

record keystrokes. 

https://github.com/PeterKrivoshik/JTrace-GeoIP


 

BadAPK 
Very similar to the Captive Portal attack as described above, but in this instance the attack vector is a custom build 

Android Application which is compiled into an APK File. Once installed on the target phone, it will of course present 

some game or tool so that it appears inconspicuous. Although much like once the <iframe> as mentioned above does its 

work, once the APK is able to run the background service for the first time, it then becomes persistent and thus it will 

start whenever he phone is turned on, cannot be killed or deleted without doing a full factory reset of the phone.  

The exploit is completely silent and undetectable, since the user already agreed to all of the requested permissions at 

the time of downloading and installing the application. Then whenever the application is opened for the first time, I will 

gain access to a remotely accessible reverse TCP backdoor. The fact that I can achieve this on a smart phone instantly 

makes this attack tremendously more dangerous than what was mentioned above, due to the more vulnerable 

information and sensitive data existing on a smart phone. There are again multiple different directions to go from here, 

but the most important attacks possible once this backdoor is set up are as follows: 

Execute Code on Android’s Linux command line shell 

Read SMS(s) + Dump SMS(s) + Send SMS(s) 

View Files, Photos and Videos on Phone 

GeoLocate The Phone with GPS + Triangulate The Phone Using Traditional Methods 

Stream Audio and Video Feed LIVE From Front or Rear Facing Camera 

These are some, but certainly not all, of the most dangerous attacks capable once this BadAPK is inside of the phone. 

Moreover it is worth mentioning that with the last attack listed, the video and audio streaming is 100% undetectable 

on the victim’s phone even while it’s running. This can also be done during an active phone call. 

 

 

Here is just a picture of the Captive Portal OpenWRT Modified Router, if you’re curious! 

  



LifeLine Android Application – Please See Two Attached PDFs KrivoshikSuvorovFortes2017.pdf & Krivoshik_Li_RD18.pdf 
Smartphone application on Android OS (iOS Version in Development) 
Designed for senior citizens and those with limited mobility at risk of serious injury from a fall. The app utilizes the 
device’s on-board sensors to detect falls and solicit emergency medical assistance autonomously, without requiring 
input. I have included accessibility features like Voice Commands and OCR Image Processing. 
 
In addition to this, I constructed a complex system for storing this sensor data in a memory efficient serialized form. To 
do this I built my 'PKDataLogger' tool, which is described in more detail below. This data can then be uploaded to a 
central server routinely whenever WiFi is available. The intended purpose being to provide test-cases for a future 
project implementing Machine Learning and Neural Network technologies to improve the app's responsiveness. I also 
made a free promotional page early in the summer on Wix.com for investors, click below to see it. 
Promotional Web Page for LifeLine - https://krivoshp.wixsite.com/lifeline 
 

 
Main Menu          Optical Character Recognition Take Photo of BP Reader        Converts & Checks BP 

 
LifeLine Standalone Hardware Device 
A standalone, hardware version of my completed LifeLine fall detection Android app. Built around an Arduino 
microcontroller, the device monitors an accelerometer and utilizes a GSM module calls to emergency services after 
detecting a fall, again requiring no input. 
 

 
 

https://krivoshp.wixsite.com/lifeline


HideAndSeek 
Independent symmetric encryption and decryption java programs, implementing a stream cipher and a 512-bit 
cryptographic key. The algorithm I wrote myself, using a PRNG and bitwise operators. Encryption is done multiple times 
to ensure that a string of identical characters, such as AAAA, will not produce a sequence of repeated cipher text strings. 
 
Users can encrypt from a file or console input, and decryption can be displayed in the console as well as being saved to 
an output file. The cryptographic key can be generated using a 9 digit alphanumeric password, for ease of access when 
producing cipher text / clear text. 
 
HideAndSeek - JavaScript Version - http://eve.kean.edu/~krivoshp/HideAndSeek.html 
Also I recently began teaching myself the fundamentals of JavaScript, HTML and CSS for the purposes of web 
development. As a learning exercise, I converting the aforementioned HideAndSeek programs into a single, consolidated 
web-based JavaScript script running comfortably within a streamline HTML page. 
 
This allows for the user to upload a TXT file to have it parsed by either the encryption or the decryption script. Although, 
if they'd prefer, the option is also available to directly enter text into the textbox and then have the input string 
encrypted or decrypted depending on the circumstances. The password no longer needs to be exactly a 9 digit long 
alphanumeric string, although the longer and more complex of a password chosen will of course improve the production 
of the random number used in my encryption / decryption algorithm. 
 
Headless Raspberry Pi Penetration Testing Tool 
A wireless platform running Kali Linux, built using the Raspberry Pi platform. It can be interfaced with directly by 
plugging in an HDMI Display and attaching a Bluetooth Keyboard, or remotely through SHH. The Kali Linux OS offers 
numerous tools for testing network vulnerability and this device removes the need to install Kali Linux directly on your 
own machine. I constructed this portable pen-testing device following a series of tutorials from Null-Byte, the wonderful 
folks there also provide a plethora of other tutorials in using the various tools packaged with the Kali Linux OS 
distribution 
 
My Personal Webpage - http://eve.kean.edu/~krivoshp/ 
I had previously not been familiar with the various tools and techniques used in building a webpage, hence why the 
promotional page for my LifeLine product was built on Wix.com using their free web development tools. More recently I 
have been introduced to a function of Kean University's Computer Science Department Server 'Eve' which allows me to 
host my own personal webpage by uploading the main index.html page to their server and, providing that I include the 
proper access control settings, I can allow others to view my Projects, Resume, Artwork and other items through the 
internet. First and foremost, this allowed me to familiarize myself with the SSH File Transfer Protocol which is used for 
file transfer to and from Kean's server. The benefit of this is that my webpage is hosted under the eve.kean.edu Domain 
Name. 
 
In order to build this website I had to become well acquainted with the HTML markup language. At first this allowed me 
to build a very simple and bare bones webpage, on which I could present a brief summary of my projects and a link to 
download my resume, but I wanted to do more than just that. So I then set out on learning how to use CSS in order to 
perfect the presentation of my website and the other pages nestled beneath it. Of course this still left me on the 
introductory side of the fence in terms of designing the best possible web pages, because I was still unfamiliar with any 
scripting languages which could be used to embed programs within the HTML page. Luckily I have a strong background 
in Java, therefore I elected to begin learning the scripting language JavaScript. 
 
I had my fair share of difficulties when it came to transitioning from programming in Java to scripting in JavaScript, but 
after a few days of hard work I was able to produce the website as it can be seen today. Since then I've been learning 
new methods and practices for improving the design and functionality of the site, this helped me to produce the 
aforementioned JavaScript version of my HideAndSeek program, as well as provide an interactive portfolio for some of 
my best paintings and photography. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) offers a multitude of great resources and 
tutorials on their website, and without them I would not have been able to teach myself these rudimentary web 
development skills in such a short timeframe 

http://eve.kean.edu/~krivoshp/HideAndSeek.html
http://eve.kean.edu/~krivoshp/


rJPGC (recursive JPG Compression) 
Photo library management tool that when pointed at a directory, recursively launches new threads in each subdirectory 
and compresses JPGs as per a specified quality. Compressed images are placed in a single output directory for easy 
location and storage management. 
 
Python Based Lexical Analyzer for Java Compiler 
Opens Java file as one String per line, then parses char by char with look-ahead of avg. 1-2 chars. Recognizes syntax 
errors; control, iterative & try-catch statements, reserved words, all operator types, method calls, comments & Strings, 
reference variables & hanging/unexpected braces. 
 
PKDataLogger 
Java based tool that can be integrated in Android apps to organize data structures passed to it, as well as other 
hardware that may implement sensor data collection, such as the Raspberry Pi. The program can generate averages for 
entries within structures, in addition to allowing data sets to be saved in binary quickly and space efficiently, while still 
preserving the object structure to facilitate deserialization. 
 
Binary Image Threshold - Swing 
A simple image processing program that allows for the input of an image file after launching through the command line. 
Once loaded into the program, I used Java's built-in GUI toolkit "Swing" in order to present the user with a more 
dynamic image manipulation experience. The loaded image can be rotated and resized to the user's preference, 
facilitating the primary function of the application which is to decrease the color depth of an image from 32bit, 8bit, ect 
to 1 bit (hence binary) image based on a predefined threshold. This threshold can be selected using the menu bar at the 
top of the window. This was extremely effective for what I needed, as I had multiple photographs taken of handwritten 
notes and reducing the images' color depth to just black and white both improved readability, and reduced the amount 
of ink wasted in printing copies 
 
I built this program following the instructions provided in Priceton's 'Introduction to Programming in Java - Standard 
Librarys' as they have an excellent set of tutorials on Swing and Java-based image processing in general. It was a great 
introduction into the skills and techniques needed to design programs with an actual User Interface, and the intricacies 
of programmatic image processing with Java 
 
NJ Crime Data Aggregation (HackKean, 2016) 
Java program that parses large crime data yearly reports from NJ State Police into numerical values, generates statistical 
data to represent crime rates divided by county. This data is then displayed through an interactive UI based on the New 
Jersey state map, where users can select a county to quickly see a summary of crime data historically in simple graphs. 
 

  



Please Note that the following three projects are much more heavily related to Electrical Engineering. Each could take 

a few pages to really explain, but due to the relevance to my work here I believe its best if I try to save space and your 

time in reading this by just mentioning them. With that being said, if you’re interested in any of the three mentioned 

here than please do let me know. Thanks! 

“Minority Report” HID Glove 

Reverse Engineered Laptop LCD Panel 

  

GameBoy Advance MultiBoot Spoofer 

 


